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INTRODUCTION 

Catalytic properties of gold on metal�oxide carriers
depend on the size of the particles and state of their
surface [1]. There are data that low�temperature het�
erocatalytic oxidation of CO occurs effectively only in
the case when the sizes of gold particles on the metal�
oxide carrier are of 3–5 nm [1, 2]. In addition, it was
noted that, along with the size of the particles, the state
of the gold surface in nanoparticles and features of the
interaction on the boundary with the surface of the
oxide�carrier considerably affect the activity in cataly�
sis [3]. It is necessary that gold in the oxidized state
(Aun+, n = 1–3) be present on the surface of the cata�
lytically active particles. Taking the above into
account, a topical problem is to obtain materials in
which the gold particles are stabilized in the state
active for catalysis. The impregnation of the oxide car�
rier with the solution containing Au3+, as a rule, does
not provide the necessary dispersity of the gold parti�
cles; therefore, other methods of obtaining the catalyt�
ically active material are used, for example, the meth�
ods of codeposition of the hydroxide of the metal�car�
rier and gold [4]. Nanotechnology methods are
promising for obtaining “gold particles–oxide matrix”
nanocomposites, in particular, sol–gel methods based
on the use of different precursors [5]. 

This work is devoted to the synthesis of the “gold
nanoparticles–indium oxide matrix” (Au–In2O3)
nanocomposite by the sol–gel method and to the
study of the physicochemical features of gold and

indium oxide. Nanocomposites based on indium
oxide are promising as semiconductor materials for
gas sensors operating by the principle based on the
change in the conductivity of the material upon
adsorption of the molecules of the analyzed material
from the gas phase [6]. It was shown earlier that the
Au–In2O3 sensors obtained by the sol–gel method are
characterized by the high sensitivity to CO in the low�
temperature region [7]. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION
AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

In2O3 and Au–In2O3 powders and films were
obtained from the colloidal In(OH)3 dispersions, and
in the case of Au–In2O3, the HAuCl4 solution was
added to the In(OH)3 sol. Au–In2O3 composites with
the content of 0.01–1.0 wt % Au were studied. The
indium hydroxide sol was obtained by the hydrolysis of
the water solution of In(NO3)3 in the presence of the
ammonia solution. The In(OH)3 precipitate was
washed out of admixtures, nitric acid as a peptizing
agent was added and processed with the ultrasound.
The sol–gel methods of obtaining metal�oxide mate�
rials was elaborated earlier for the fabrication of gas�
sensitive layers of chemical sensors [8]. The properties
of the Au–In2O3 sensors based on the change in their
conductivity depending on the temperature and con�
centrations of CO and CH4 in the gas–air mixture are
considered in [7]. To obtain powders, sol was dried at
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50°C and then annealed at 700°C for 2 h. Films were
obtained by depositing sol on quartz glasses, then they
were dried and annealed in the analogous conditions. 

The structure of samples was studied by the meth�
ods of the X�ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, transmis�
sion electron microscopy (TEM), infrared (IR) spec�
troscopy, optical spectroscopy, electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) and thermal analysis (DTA/TG).
The X�ray diffraction patterns of powder samples were
recorded on a DRON�2.0 diffractometer with the use of
the CuKα�radiation (λ = 0.154056 nm) and Ni�mono�
chromator. Preparations for measurements on an
electron microscope (LEO 906A, resolution of 2 nm)
were prepared according to the standard method, the
carbon films were obtained with inserted gold particles
and (partially) those of indium oxide. The carbon rep�
lica methods was chosen due to the high solubility of
indium oxide in acid that does not allow one to keep a
thin oxide film layer when it is separated for viewing in
the electron microscope. The drawback of the used
method is that it does not allow one to see in the
microscope all gold particles present in the sample,
but only those that were fixed on the carbon film.
IR spectra of powder samples were recorded on an
AVATAR 330 spectrometer (Thermo Nicolet) in the
range of 400–4000 cm–1 by the diffuse reflection
method with the use of a special setup. Optical absorp�
tion spectra of films were recorded on a SPECORD
M40 spectrophotometer, two radiators were used: in
the visible region (the range of 320–750 nm) and in the
ultraviolet (UV) region (the range of 185–360 nm). The
EPR spectra were recorded on a VARIAN E 112 spec�
trometer at the frequency of 9.35 GHz (X�band) at 77
and 300 K. The g�factor values were determined with
respect to the lines of the hyperfine structures (HFS)
of Mn2+ in MgO. The DTA�TG curves were recorded
for xerogels obtained by drying colloidal dispersion at
20°C (24 h), on a NETZSCH STA 449 C instrument
in the range of 20–1000°C in air medium at the heat�
ing rate of 5°/min, DTA⎯1/5, DTG⎯1/10. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The features of the formation of the crystalline
oxide phases during thermal dehydration of metal
hydroxides stabilized by electrolytes of hydrosols are
determined by the processes of the structurizing in sols
and upon their transition into gel and xerogel. When
pH is changed in the process of the In(NO3)3 hydroly�
sis, there occurs the transition of the In(OH)2+,

In2  In4  hydro�complexes first into
the main salts, containing polynuclear cations of dif�
ferent compositions, and then into In(OH)3. The sta�
bilizing additives play a certain role in structurizing at
the stages of the formation of the micelles of hydro�
sols, occurring with their participation, and at the
crystallization of the oxide phases. The synthesized sol
stabilized by nitric acid contains positively charged

OH( )2
4+

, OH( )6
6+

colloidal particles. It is possible to assume that
micelles in hydrosol have the following structure

{m[In(OH)3]nH+(n – x)N }x+ xN . The nitrate�
ions as counterions are adsorbed on the surface of the
indium hydroxide globules, preventing their coagula�
tion. In sols, there occurs a spontaneous joining of the
particles into the spatial structures via a layer of the liq�
uid medium. Such spatial nets were discovered by
means of the electron microscope [9]. Water is lost and
hydroxide particles coagulate during drying of sol with
the formation of the three�dimensional gel net, the
nitrate�anions are captured into the structure of the
forming oxide [10]. The state of the material reminds
the glass�like one at the stage of xerogel. 

The features of the structure of xerogels of the
In2O3 and Au–In2O3 (0.5 wt % Au) samples were stud�
ied by the IR spectroscopy method (Fig. 1). The values
of the frequencies of the vibrations of the In–O(H)
bonds in the IR spectrum of the studied In2O3 sample
in comparison with the literature data for In(OH)3

[11] are given in Table 1. It is known that indium
hydroxide has a cubic syngony, indium atoms are
found in the octahedral coordination on oxygen, and
the structural hydroxyl groups are bound between each
other by hydrogen bonds. Only two threefold degener�
ate vibrations F1u in the IR spectrum of In(OH)3 are
active, which are in the range of 780–850 cm–1 (ν3)
and 1080–1200 cm–1 (ν4). The splitting of each
absorption band into three components in the xerogel
spectrum is due to the reduction of the symmetry octa�
hedral surrounding [In(OH)6] that can be due to the
inhomogeneity of the coordination surrounding of In3+

in xerogel as a result of the presence of not only the OH

groups, but also H2O, as well as O2– and N  N
ions. A broad band of the high intensity with the
absorption maximum at 3140 cm–1 refers to the
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Fig. 1. IR spectra of xerogels of the samples ( 1) Au–In2O3
samples (0.5 wt % Au) and (2) In2O3. 
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stretching vibrations ν O–H in the hydroxyl groups
and water molecules bound by the hydrogen bond.
The absorption bands at 1625 cm–1 correspond to the
bending vibrations of these bonds δ H–O–H. The
lines 3690 and 3740 cm–1 with low intensity can indi�
cate the presence of single OH groups in xerogel not
bound by the hydrogen bond. These data allow one to
assume that during heating to 50°C the oxolation pro�
cesses begin and as a result of water removal the frag�
ments of the InOOH structure appear. The weakly
crystallized InOOH phase, recorded by X�rays,
appears after heating at 150°C. 

A double absorption band (1337 and 1387 cm–1)

referring to the vibrations ν N  of the nitrate–nitrite
structures adsorbed on indium hydroxide is presented
in the IR spectrum. It is known [12] that in the case of

In(NO3)3 the vibrations ν3 N  are at 1350 and

1390 cm–1. 

It follows from data given in Fig. 1 that the IR spec�
trum of xerogel does not change, when gold (3+) is
introduced into indium hydroxide sol. A complete
identity of the spectra as to the line positions and their
intensities can result from the absence of the effect of
gold on the symmetry of the coordination surrounding
of the indium ion in polyhedra and force constant of
the In–O bonds in them. The indium hydroxide sol
keeps its stability when the HAuCl4 solution is intro�
duced. This can result from the absence of the interac�
tion between the components of the system in sol. The
solutions of gold (3+), as is well known, are unstable,
and in the process of drying the hydrolysis of [AuCl4]

–

occurs and reduction to metal. Gold does not precipi�

Ox
–

O3
–

tate and forms a colloidal solution, as indicated by the
appearance of the coloration typical for colloidal gold
particles. The colloidal gold particles have a negative
charge and it is possible to assume that micelles have
the following composition: 

{[Au]m nAu (n – x)H+}x– xH+. 

Thus, colloidal particles of two types⎯indium
hydroxide and colloidal gold⎯are simultaneously
present in sol. Upon heating and removal of water and
anions from liquid medium, the external layer of
micelles is destroyed that allows a closer contact
between the nuclei and the formation of several mixed
intermediate structures. Upon moderate heating,
Au3+ can transform into Au1+. The complex ions can
simultaneously contain both states of gold:
Au1+[Au3+Cl4] and Au1+[Au3+O2] [2, 3, 13]. It follows
from the said above that Au0, Au1+, and Au3+ are
present in xerogel of the Au–In2O3 sample. 

According to the thermal analysis data (Fig. 2), the
processes of xerogel dehydration, removal of the
nitrate residue and oxolation are slowed in the pres�
ence of gold. The formation the crystal structure of
indium oxide in the system Au–In2O3 occurs at higher
temperature (314°C) than that in pure In2O3 (308°C).
It is possible note that when In(NO3)3 ⋅ 4.5H2O is

heated, the complete removal of the groups N  and
crystallization of In2O3 occur at the lower temperature
(243°C) than those at thermal dehydration of xerogels
[14]. The removal of adsorbed nitrate�nitrite residues
is hampered in In(OH)3 xerogel, the system in the
range of moderate temperature keeps the X�ray amor�
phous glass�like state. 

At the thermal dehydration of metal hydroxides,
sols of which are stabilized by nitric acid, the •NO2

radicals are present in the structure of forming oxides,
which are recorded by EPR in the form of a triplet sig�
nal with gav = 2.003 and aav = 5.9 mT. The maximum
intensity of this signal is observed in indium oxide after
annealing at 400°C, and above 500°C the EPR signal
becomes very weak and completely disappears after
600°C. The presence of the •NO2 radical prevents the
reconstruction of the hydroxide structure into oxide
one and the transition from the amorphous state into
the crystalline one [15]. The formation of stable com�

plexes is characteristic for N  which are completely
destroyed only at high temperature. There is a small
minimum on the TG curves of the In2O3 sample in the
range of 500–600°C, which can be explained by the
removal of the residue •NO2 radical that favors the for�
mation of nonstoichiometric indium oxide with the
oxygen deficiency. At the further increase in the tem�
perature (620–640°C) the mass somewhat increases
as a result of the oxygen adsorption. 

Cl4
–

O3
–

O2
–

,

Table 1. Absorption bands (cm–1) in the IR spectrum of the
In(OH)3 xerogel in comparison with the literature data for
In(OH)3

In(OH)3,  xerogel In(OH)3 [11] Interpretation

500 500 ν In–O(–H)

680 – ν In–O–H

757 780

825 850

950 – δ In–O–H

1097 1080

1157 1200

1337 1350 ν N

1387 1390

1625 1630 δ H–O–H

3140 – ν O–H(H2O)

3255 –

3690 – ν O–H(–O–In)

3740 –

O3
–
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It was shown earlier [14] that at the high rate of
removing the OH groups and NOx fragments (300–
400°C) an oxide structure is formed with the high con�
centration of oxygen vacancies. A small amount of the
metastable hexagonal phase can be formed along with
the cubic phase at the considerable deviation from sto�
ichiometry, which is not typical of indium oxide under
the equilibrium conditions at low temperature. As the
temperature increases, the metastable phase In2O3

transforms into the stable cubic one. After annealing at
700°C the cubic phase In2O3 is formed with the unit
cell parameter a(Å): 10.086 ± 0.004 for In2O3 10.110 ±
0.004 for Au–In2O3. In both cases this is less than the
reference JCPDS data for In2O3 (a = 10.118 Å). The
smaller unit cell parameter is observed in nonstoichio�
metric indium oxide In2O3 – x. The CSR sizes estab�
lished from the broadening of the diffraction (440) and

(622) reflections are 35 nm in In2O3 and 25 nm in Au–
In2O3. The electron microscopy data confirm high
dispersity of the indium oxide particles in Au–In2O3 in
comparison with individual In2O3 oxide and corre�
spond to the XRD results. An electron microscopy
image of the carbon replica from the Au–In2O3 sur�
faces with inserted gold particles is presented in Fig. 3,
in which the In2O3 and Au particles clearly discernible.
According to electron microscopy data, the average
diameter of the Au particles determined from the anal�
ysis of the large numbere of images is 3.5–6 nm. 

Absorption bands at 411, 473, 538, 565, and
601 cm–1 are presented in the IR spectrum of the
In2O3 sample annealed at 700°C in the frequency
range of the In–O vibrations typical for this oxide and
corresponding to the experimental and theoretically
calculated values available in the literature [16]. The
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introduction of gold (3+) does not affect the position
of these lines in the spectrum. 

The frequency range corresponding to the bending
vibrations of hydroxyl groups both directly coupled to
the metal cations (M–O–H) and in the adsorbed
water molecules is rather sensitive to the change of the
surface structure of the metal�oxide systems, obtained
by thermal dehydration of metal hydroxides. The frag�
ments of the IR spectra of the studied samples in the
700–4000 cm–1 range are shown in Fig. 4. The vibra�
tions δ are found in the 780–1260 cm–1 range. A low�
resolution wide band of the medium intensity with the
absorption maximum at 1050 cm–1 and weak lines at
810, 975, and 1260 cm–1 are observed in this region of

the spectrum of In2O3. Such a character of the spec�
trum can reflect the presence of the surface groups OH
in a highly disperse indium oxide sample. The wide
absorption ν O–H at 3385 cm–1 and δ H–O–H
1673 cm–1 indicates the presence of the different
forms H2O and OH in the sample. 

The low�intensity bands are observed in the IR
spectrum in the range of 1385–1485 cm–1, which can
be due to the stabilization of the adsorbed forms NOx,
O2, or CO2. 

The introduction of Au3+ into the indium hydrox�
ide sol leads to changes to the IR spectrum sample of
the Au–In2O3 sample annealed at 700°C (see Fig. 4,
Table 2). The following changes are observed in the
Au–In2O3 spectrum in comparison with that of In2O3:
the intensity of the absorption bands due to the vibra�
tions of the In–O–H bonds of the adsorbed molecules
(NOx, O2, CO2) increases; the frequencies of the
stretching ν In–O–H and bending δ In–O–H and δ
H–O–H vibrations of the OH groups decrease; the

50 nm

In2O3

Au

Fig. 3. Electron microscopy image of the carbon replica
from the surface of the Au–In2O3 (0.5 wt % Au) film after
annealing at 700°C. 
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Table 2.  Absorption bands (cm–1) in the IR spectra of samples annealed at 700 °C and  their assignment

In2O3 Au–In2O3  Interpretation

810 780 ν3 In–O(H)

975 930

1050 1030 ν4 In–O(H), δ In–O–H

1260 1153

1385 1428 νas NO2; νs C  (1350–1420 cm–1)

1430 1483 ν3 NO2; νas C  (1420–1450 cm–1)

1485 1545 ν3 NO2, ν3 N νas C  (1470–1530 cm–1)

1673 1617 δ H–O–H

O2
–

O3
2–

O3
–

O2
–
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frequencies of the stretching vibrations ν NO2, ν N
and other adsorbed particles increase; lines in the
region of 1428–1545 cm–1 belonging to the adsorbed
particles are weakly resolved. 

It follows from the IR spectroscopy data that in
Au–In2O3 unlike In2O3 the content of the OH groups
increases and the character of their bond with indium
oxide changes. It was noted in [17], not only the size of
the gold particles and the Au0/Au3+ ratio affect the
activity of samples in the reactions of the CO oxida�
tion. It was shown in the case of Au–Fe2O3 that the
high specific surface and content of the OH groups has
the key effect on catalytic activity in the reactions of
the low�temperature CO oxidation. The role of the
OH groups is to activate the molecular oxygen. Taking
this into account, the increase in the concentration of
the OH groups in indium oxide when gold is intro�
duced is a positive factor, increasing the activity of
Au–In2O3 in the CO oxidation. 

The observed frequency shift of the vibrations of
the N–O, C–O, and O–O bonds in the particles
adsorbed on Au–In2O3 can be due to the change of
their coupling with indium cations. The electron�
acceptor ability of In3+ to OH, NOx, and O2 changes in
the presence of Au. The NOx particles on the surfaces
of oxides are coordinated by cations and different
types of bonds are possible: covalent, coordination,
ion�cobalent. The differences of the nature of the
bonds affect the frequencies of the vibrations of
the bonds in the adsorbed particles. The change of the
electron�acceptor properties of In can be caused by
the interaction with gold with the electron density
transfer In → Au. The partial electron density transfer
from the indium oxide surfaces to gold clusters leads to
the activation of their chemosorption ability at the cat�
alytic low�temperature oxidation. The formation of
bimetallic In–Pt and Sn–Pt clusters with the electron
density transfer was earlier observed in Pt–In2O3 [18]
and Pt–SnO2 [19]. The presence of the charge transfer
from TiO2 to the Au nanoparticles was experimentally
established in the Au/TiO2 system [20] and the key
role of this factor in the process of the catalytic oxida�
tion of CO was shown. 

The optical spectra of the Au–In2O3 films with dif�
ferent gold contents are shown in Fig. 5. The low
intensity of the plasmon absorption in the spectrum of
the Au–In2O3 (0.5 wt % Au) sample and its position in
the region of 530 nm correspond to highly disperse
gold [21] that is in accordance with electron micros�
copy data. With increase in the gold concentration to
1 wt % the absorption band is displaced to the region
of 560 nm and its intensity increases that can be due to
the increase in the size of the gold particles. 

Weak absorption bands in the region of 300–
305 nm are observed in the optical spectrum of the
Au–In2O3 (0.01–0.5 wt % Au) sample. Some authors,

O3
–

for example [22], attribute the absorption in this
region to the formation of the Aun clusters (n < 10),
which can be stabilized on indium oxide as a result of
the interaction of Au3+ with nonstoichiometric indium
oxide. There are data [23] that the absorption at
304 nm is characteristic for Inn clusters. However,
when indium oxide is formed by thermal dehydration
of hydroxide, the most typical structure defects are
single�charged oxygen vacancies (F�centers) and In2+.
Taking into account said above, the appearance of the
absorption in the region of ~300 nm can indicate the
formation of the In–Au bond in the Au–Fe2O3 sys�
tem. The In–Au contacts are probably, like In–Pt,
efficient catalysts of the oxidation processes [22]. They
appear as a result of the fact that Au3+ ions occupy the
oxygen vacancies typical for the fluorite�like crystal
lattice of In2O3. The presence of five�coordinated In3+

cations and oxygen vacancies favors the stabilization
of the ion forms and gold clusters on the surfaces of the
indium oxide particles. It is possible to assume that
active centers of the following type are formed 

[In(3 – δ)+(O2–)5 Au3+(Au0)n] 
→ [In3+(O2–)5 Au(3 – δ)+(Au0)n]. 

The appearance of the absorption line at 220 nm
and enhancement of the line at 265 nm indicate the
change of the symmetry of the coordination surround�
ing of some indium ions in Au–In2O3. The line at
265 nm is also presented in the spectrum of pure
indium oxide. These absorption bands are due to the
transitions with the charge transfer between O2–

ligands and indium cations. The band absorption at
265 nm can indicate the presence of indium cations in
the coordination sphere of the oxygen atoms [InO5]
that is very characteristic for In2O3 [16], and the band
at 220 nm can be due to the O2– → In3+ transfer in the
coordination [InO5Au] complex. 
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The comparative data of IR and optical spectros�
copy of the Au–In2O3 and In2O3 samples, synthesized
by the sol–gel method, show the presence of the
mutual effect of the components on the chemical state
of the surface and sizes of indium oxide and the parti�
cles in the nanosized Au–In2O3 system. The effect of
gold is expressed in the reduction of the size of the
indium oxide particles, deceleration of the processes
of the hydroxide dehydration and crystallization of the
oxide phase, increase in the content of the hydroxyl
groups coupled with indium cations. During the pro�
cess of thermal dehydration and destruction of the

complex colloidal {m[In(OH)3]nH+(n – x)N }x+

× xN  + {[Au]m nAu (n – x)H+}x– xH+ system,
there is the interaction between the forming indium
oxide and gold particles that favors fastening of the
highly disperse gold particles on the indium oxide sur�
face, the formation intermetallic In–Au bonds with the
partial electron density transfer and stabilization of the
oxidized gold state on the In3+(O2⎯)5/Au(3 ⎯ δ)+(Au0)n
interface. Taking into account the features of the nons�
toichiometric indium oxide composition, formed at the
thermal dehydration of the In(OH)3 xerogel, the charge
transfer is possible from the In2+ ions to Au3+ [14]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These data show that the so�called “strong metal–
carrier interaction” (SMCI) effect tales place in Au–
In2O3, which is observed in the system, when nanopar�
ticles of the noble metals on metal oxide surface play
the role of the catalytic system carrier [24–26]. The
SMCI effect and its influence on the state of the
deposited metal and its catalytic properties were stud�
ied for many systems, including Pd, Pt, and Ru parti�
cles on the surface of Al2O3 and TiO2 metal oxides
[27–29], as well as Au particles on the TiO2 and Fe2O3

surfaces [30, 31]. The effect of the mutual influence is
expressed in the higher degree at the joint formation of
the “metal–oxide” system than at the metal deposi�
tion on the oxide [6]. In the system with SMCI the
reduction of the noble metal ions in the reduction
media is hampered that leads to the stabilization of
ions in the unusual oxidation degrees on the nanosized
metal particle⎯both with lower (for example, Pd+,
Pt+) and higher (Pd3+, Pt3+) oxidation degrees in com�
parison with the ground state. The stabilization of the
ion states in the metal nanoparticles by the electron
interaction between the components and the forma�
tion of the intermetalalic bonds are explained by the
specific catalytic properties of the “metal–oxide” sys�
tems with the SMCI effect [32, 33]. 
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